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conditions no substantial reduction seems probable. The parties are
again sharply, and at the present time, equally divided. Since
Ministers who are not in the Cabinet have been so classified on
appointment, it cannot be said that they have agreed to delegating
their authority to Cabinet colleagues. It is clear that they are bound
by Cabinet decisions and must refrain from criticising or opposing
them in public. But on matters outside their departmental responsi-
bilities they are not consulted in advance. It may be said that such
Ministers share the consequences of collective responsibility, but
that their actual responsibility is not the same. Their r61e is negative,
that of the Cabinet is positive.
The Civil	It is the law that all servants of the Crown can be dismissed at
Service. the pleasure of the Crown. This rule is only enforced against civil
servants in cases of misconduct or gross inefficiency, for convention
requires that civil servants shall remain in office, despite a change of
Government. There is thus ensured continuity in the operation of
the administrative machine, and without it something like chaos
might follow with each change of Ministry. Minsters, who so far as
their legal status is concerned are, like civil servants, servants of the
Crown, may in the last resort be dismissed on political grounds,
though they normally go out of office on the Prime Minister tender-
ing his resignation or resign on account of a difference of opinion
with their colleagues. \ Political considerations do not justify the dis-
missal of a civil servant, but such a step, though unconstitutional,
would undoubtedly be legal) Here then is an example of the way in
which a convention can resfrict the operation of a rule of law* It is
a corollary of this convention that any civil servant who, however
remotely, may be regarded as the agent of (or in contact with)* a
Minister must abstain from active participation in politics, lest his
loyalty to his party should bring him into conflict with his loyalty to
his Minister.1
The rules which govern the conduct of a civil servant do not often
come before the courts, since in a matter which is at the discretion
of the Crown the aggrieved civil servant has no legal remedy. They
are to be found in Treasury Minutes, or in important matters like
disqualification from parliamentary candidature, in Orders in
Council. The contents of these rules closely resemble rules of law
proper and are enforced as such by the heads of departments, but
their character is largely determined by the need for securing
continuity of administration and the exclusion of individual partici-
pation in political activity. The enforcement of such rules is not a
1 Part IV., Chap. 6, for a discussion of the extent to which political activity
may be allowed. Since 1947 a limited number of civil servants have been removed
or transferred on account of membership of the Communist party, to ensure
that they do not have access to confidential State papers.

